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Description
Between virtual and reality…
Space is a new graphic storage
program. Starting with the
simple idea of freely stacking 3
different volumes, either square
or rectangular, the designers
envisioned joining them with
their virtual doubles, identical
volumes in metal frames. They
play with space, the full and the
empty. The combinations are
infinite. The lacquered finish or
cherry veneered solid volumes
are combined with white, black
or copper as their virtual
counterparts.
Contrasting the empty with the
full, mixing open spaces with
more or less full ones,
combining satin white and
cherry with black chrome, white
lacquered or copper space; the
thrill comes from the fact that
emptiness has its own structure
in space. It’s an innovative
touch rooted in the idea of
designing the void. 
The open cubes become a
peripheral prism. Space also
follows the trend of mixing
materials, especially metal and
wood. A very attractive storage
unit with a price, this program
embodying the spirit of the
times, targets a young urban
clientele.

Technical Specifications
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
- 3 sizes of chests: Small L34.5-
Medium L69 - Large 103.5
- Fronts: satin white lacquered
or cherry wood stained with
natural varnish. It is not possible
to combine white fronts with
cherry wood chests.
- Composition of the chests: the
Small always comes with 2
drawers of unequal size, the
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larger one in the lower part
(slides all the way out). The
Medium is available in 3
versions (1 open compartment,
2 drawers or 1 flap). The Large
comes with a flap, and inside
with a partition, that’s always on
the right and defines 1/3 of the
volume or version for hanging
files.
This chest can accommodate a
TV, because of the support from
the partition. The medium and
large chests can take an
optional cable pass-through. 
- 2 Frame sizes: 1 simple frame
and 1 double frame, available in
3 finishes (brilliant black
chrome, brilliant copper or satin
white lacquered).
-The Cabinet Finishes: cabinet
is in MDF 16 mm panel with
mitered edges.
Cabinet MDF satin white
lacquer and satin white fronts.
Cabinet MDF satin white
lacquer and fronts in cherry
wood natural varnish.
Cabinet in total cherry wood
veneer. 
Floor Fixation: Set on plinths (16
mm thick) set back, invisible,
adjustable cylindrical jacks. The
cabinets are attached to each
other laterally and vertically by
default. 
Fixation to the wall: the back of
the cabinet is pre-drilled when
specified to allow installation of
fixation hardware. A suspension
kit is installed to each individual
chest. The chest will rest on a
rail that is fixed to the wall, and
is suspended.
Handles: Brilliant black
chromed or white lacquered. 
Flap has a cable compass with
a satin white lacquered
amortization.

More info at
http://ligneroset.com
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